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A closer look at two early Slavic loanwords in Al-

banian: vabëk ‘poor’, prondit ‘bring about’ 

 

This study deals with two Albanian words which have been plausibly explained as 

archaic Slavic loanwords, but which present various difficulties – mostly phonological 

in the case of 1) as well as lexical/semantic in the case of 2). We offer new interpreta-

tions that resolve these difficulties and at the same time confirm certain facts inde-

pendently posited on other grounds for early varieties of Slavic in the Balkans. 

 1) There is no doubt that Alb vabëk (Tosk) / vobeg (Gheg) ‘poor’ is borrowed from 

Slavic *ubogъ ‘id.’ However, the reflex of the initial vowel is a much-discussed mystery, 

usually explained via additional ad hoc arguments. We submit that this word – which 

must be a very early loan, given its considerable derivational family and wide geo-

graphic distribution in Albanian – was borrowed when the CSl vowel conventionally 

notated as *u still had the phonetic value [oː] or [ɔː] (a stage often inferred on the basis 

of other considerations), which happens to correspond precisely to the reconstructed 

Common Albanian phoneme regularly yielding Tosk va-, Gheg vo-. 

 2) The insecurely attested Alb prondit ‘bring about’ is traditionally connected with 

B/C/M/S prúditi ‘be useful’, reflecting the purported earlier stage *prǫditi. It has been 

pointed out that the u in prúditi does not go back to *ǫ, which rules out this etymology. 

We tentatively propose an alternative solution: the connection with the rare adjective 

*prǫdъ ‘quick, restless, etc.’, attested with unequivocal reflexes of the nasal vowel *ǫ in 

dialectal Mac/Bg prъnd (Kostur) alongside prъd/prud/etc. 
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Gäste sind herzlich willkommen.  
 

Ein Zoom-Link wird auf Anfrage (s. Kontakt) gerne zur Verfü-
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